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1. In the event of a J-Alert or other emergency information being sent to Mie Prefecture, student 
safety measures shall, in principle, be handled as follows.                                         

【１】 

If emergency information by J-alert or other means is sent to Mie Prefecture while students are at home, they are 

to stay at home and ensure their safety at home. The Board of Education and the school principal will consult with 

each other to determine where the ballistic missile passed by, where it fell, and what damage it caused, etc., and will 

then distribute the information by e-mail or other means regarding subsequent actions to be taken. 

 【２】 

When students are on their way to or from school and emergency information is transmitted to Mie Prefecture 

by J-Alert or other means, have them evacuate to a safe building nearby, stay low and protect their heads, and 

take other actions in case of a falling ballistic missile. 

For subsequent evacuation, students should, in principle, evacuate to their homes or to a school, whichever is 

closer. 

＊Inform the faculty and staff of the future measures that will be taken. 

＊Follow the pre-arranged way of returning home (including handing over to parents) and take measures to 

leave the school after communicating with parents, district committee members, etc. 

＊Students who cannot be handed over to their parents or guardians shall be taken into care at the school and 

efforts shall be made to contact their parents or guardians. 

＊Collect information in cooperation with relevant organizations. 

【３】 

  In the event of a J-Alert or other emergency information being sent to Mie Prefecture while students are in b 

school, classes will be suspended and the following evacuation actions will be taken immediately. 

① Move as far away from windows as possible, get under desks, etc., and protect your head from glass and 

falling objects. 

② If you are outside, evacuate to an indoor location such as a school building and act as described in ○,1

above. 

＊Have students wait in a safe place inside the school until the “call for indoor evacuation” is lifted. The Board 

of Education and the school principal will confer to determine the subsequent measures (normal dismissal 

from school and handover to parents) after assessing the ballistic missile's passing and falling points, 

damage, etc. 

＊The same measures as in [2] will be taken for dismissal from school. 

＊In principle, the following actions shall be taken during off-campus activities. 

 ・Take the same measures as ○,1 and ○,2 above. 

・The principal and the leader will communicate with each other and confirm the measures to be taken, such 

as returning to school. 

 ・Gather the students who are currently engaged in activities, conduct a roll call, and then the students will 

be informed of the future measures to be taken, etc. 

・A communication system will be set up and measures such as returning to school will be taken while taking 

care to ensure safety. 

２ Actions to be taken in the event of a ballistic missile or other missile impact. 

・If a ballistic missile lands near you, if you are outside, cover your mouth and nose with a handkerchief, leave 

the area immediately, and evacuate indoors. If indoors, turn off the ventilation fan, close the windows, and 

seal the room with a sheet of plastic. 

・Since the damage and the response differ greatly depending on the type of warhead, we will endeavor to 

collect information through the National Protection Portal site, TV, radio, and the Internet, etc., and follow any 

instructions from the government. 
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